
In the cloud era, your users need fast, secure access to their cloud apps. Approaches like
Symantec’s (Blue Coat)—now Broadcom’s—proxy appliances just can’t get the job done. 
They can’t scale to handle the inspection demands of SSL, and they buckle under the strain 
of SaaS apps like Microsoft 365. And how well are they protecting your mobile users? Quite 
simply, they aren’t.

It’s time to break free. Instead of security that’s stuck in the past, insist on a modern 
approach that protects every user and connection, regardless of network, and that scales to 
meet increasing bandwidth demands. Your organization’s future is in the cloud, and so is 
yours. Don’t let anything hold you back.

Ready to replace
Symantec (Blue Coat)?
Your digital transformation is 
underway, but you won't get there with  
an appliance-based proxy gateway.

If you’re fighting
appliance headaches… …Zscaler™ has the cure

Today’s internet is encrypted, and threats do a lot of 
damage over SSL. Your Symantec (Blue Coat) proxy 
appliance can’t keep up, which leaves you making 
inspection compromises and missing attacks.

Sick of SSL compromises?

Throw all your encrypted traffic at us—our global 
multitenant cloud can handle it! We’ll help you stop 
more threats where they hide—without compromises.

The Zscaler proxy architecture can inspect all your 
SSL traffic

Microsoft 365 is a game-changer. But many organiza-
tions find that Symantec (Blue Coat) proxy appliances 
can’t scale so they have to bypass their appliances to 
get Microsoft 365 working properly.

Having problems with Microsoft 365 traffic?

Get a fast, local, and secure direct internet experience 
for Microsoft 365 traffic, while keeping your access 
and policy controls in place.

Easily scale Microsoft 365 connectivity the way
Microsoft recommends

There are tens of thousands of new attacks daily.
Your Symantec (Blue Coat) proxy appliances can’t 
keep up with the change requirements, and that leaves 
your users and network exposed.

Troubled by threat updates?

You’ll block more threats before they can do damage, 
and you won’t have to deal with manual updates or 
change windows.

Enjoy better protection by trusting a security cloud 
with 175K+ updates a day

Cloud transformation can deliver powerful benefits, but 
you can’t realize them if you’re still relying on legacy 
architectures. Symantec's (Blue Coat) hybrid approach 
forces you to maintain clunky, complex, and costly 
appliances when you should be fully in the cloud.

Bothered by a broken cloud strategy?
The Zscaler cloud-native architecture simplifies and 
streamlines your infrastructure and dramatically 
improves the user experience. With no hardware or 
software to deploy or manage, your IT team will
thank you.  

Embrace a cloud that truly transforms

Ready to learn more about how Zscaler can replace 
your aging Symantec (Blue Coat) proxy appliances? 

Break Free with Zscaler
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Built 100% in the cloud, Zscaler delivers the entire security gateway as a 
service. By securely connecting users to apps, regardless of device, location, or 
network, Zscaler is transforming enterprise security. That’s why more than 
4,500 organizations and 450 of the Forbes Global 2000 have moved to Zscaler.

More than 4,500 organizations and 450 of the 
Forbes Global 2000 have moved to Zscaler.

https://www.zscaler.com/broadcom-replacement

